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Abstract

The ATLAS Inner Detector is composed of a pixel de-
tector (PIX), a silicon strip detector (SCT) and a Transi-
tion radiation tracker (TRT). The goal of the algorithm is
to align the silicon based detectors (PIX and SCT) using
a global fit of the alignment constants. The total number
of PIX and SCT silicon modules is about 58001, leading
to many challenges. The current presentation will focus on
the infrastructure of the processing part of the algorithm,
leaving the technical issues related to the solving of a sys-
tem with a large number of degrees of freedom to a separate
presentation[1]. In this document, the main functionalities
of the code will be presented and basic analysis of simula-
tion will be shown.

INTRODUCTION

Aligning a high precision tracker using track-based in-
formation has become an important concern for any parti-
cle physics experiment over the last couple of decades. The
different approaches that are envisaged can basically be di-
vided into local and global fits. In local methods, the mo-
tion of a single module is determined iteratively by repeat-
ing a local ��� minimization and refitting tracks at each step.
In global methods, a global minimization is performed:
changes in alignment constants and track parameters are
handled altogether, along with additional constraints that
could be inserted into the minimization procedure. Both
methods have been applied successfully in running exper-
iments (e.g.: Babar for the local iterative method [2] and
ALEPH for the global fit [3]). After reviewing briefly the
main requirements for ATLAS physics and the principle of
the global fit (explained in details elsewhere [4]), we will
present the code implementation and some results of tests
in simulation.

PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS

To pick up a significative example of the impact of align-
ment on physics performance [5], we just mention the case
of the W boson mass:
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1Distributed in 3+4 cylindrical PIX+SCT barrel layers and ( )+*-,�.0/21
disc PIX+SCT endcaps

where � is the QED fine structure constant, � � is the Fermi
constant and �3� the Weinberg angle. The term

#4%
repre-

sents radiative corrections involving the top mass squared
and the logarithm of the Higgs mass. A 20 MeV precision
measurement of the 5 mass will allow to have a constraint
on the Higgs mass to a precision of 30%. For this to be
achieved, alignment would have to be understood to the
0(1 6 � ) level in the transverse plane.

PRINCIPLE OF THE GLOBAL FIT

Starting from a ��� built with residuals 7 and their covari-
ance matrix 8 , ���9�;:=<?>A@�BDC2E 7GFH8JILKM7 , we perform a mul-
tiparameter minimization to find the minimum. The rele-
vant parameters are the alignment parameters N , the track
parameters � and the primary vertex O for each event.
To illustrate the procedure, we take the case where only
consider N and � are considered. The minimization equa-
tions are P �Q�P N

R S �UT
P �Q�P
�
R S �VT (2)

To find an analytical solution for the minimum	 N S&W � SX� , one must perform an linear expansion of the
residuals near the current parameters 	 NZY W � Y � , leading to a
parabolic approximation for the �H� , in terms of [ � � � ! � Y
and [\N � N ! N�Y . Using this approximation, equation 2
leads us to a linear system that can be solved to get the
alignment parameters:

[\N R S � N S ! N�Y � !9] I K  8 (3)

Where
] � : <?>M@2BDC2E9^ >^ @ F 5 ^ >^ @ is the alignment weight

matrix, 8 � : <?>A@�BDC2E ^ >^ @ F 5_7�Y is the alignment vector.

5 � 8&I K ! 8JI K ^ >^a` 	 ^
>
^a` F 8JI K ^

>
^a` � ILK�8bI K is simply the

“gain” matrix for each track and contains both the measure-
ment inverse covariance and tracking effects in the second
term.
Adding the third variable (i.e, the vertex O ) gives a more
complicated formula for

]
and 8 but the principle remains

the same.
It is important to mention here that by using a parabolic ap-
proximation for the �H� , one assumes that we are not too far
from the solution: large misalignments may require itera-
tions.
Any constraint to the fit can be added as an additive term
to the ��� . As an example, we can mention measurements



of module positions from hardware surveys. These mea-
surements can be translated into constraints on alignment
parameters, N B with corresponding inverse covariance � .
The term to be added to the �H� is 	 N ! N B � F�� 	 N ! N B � . Per-
forming the minimization, it is easy to show that

]
and 8

are tranformed as
]�� ]�� � and 8 � 8 � � 	 N Y ! N B � .

CODE IMPLEMENTATION

The alignment algorithm receives two types of input
coming from upstream processing: geometry and tracking.

Geometry and module frame

The definition of the alignment frame is as follows: the
local �� and �� axes are within the module plane, �� being
across the strips (short pixel side) for SCT (PIX) modules
and the �	 axis is normal to the module plane. Since SCT
barrel (resp. endcap) modules are double sided with one
side having a stereo angle with respect to the axial (resp. ra-
dial) cylinder (resp. disc) directions, the module alignment
frame is assigned to the non-stereo side, for convenience.

Track selection

The tracks used for the alignment are retrieved from a
common interface providing the same information, what-
ever tracking technique is used for the reconstruction. We
require that the number of detection layers missed by the
tracks (“holes”) does not exceed one. Furthermore a given
track should not share hits with another one and we require
that the track transverse momentum to be at least 2 ��
 8���
to avoid the huge multiple scattering effects for low mo-
mentum tracks. The momentum threshold cannot be raised
too much to avoid the loss sensitivity to radial displace-
ments of barrel modules.

Processing

The ����������������� algorithm is developed in the ATLAS
Athena framework and is therefore organized according
to the common nomenclature. It inherits the initial-
ize(), execute() and finalize() methods from the base class
��������� ��!�"�# .
In the initialize stage, the initialization of access to tran-
sient stores is done on top of the initialization of specific
objects used during the processing: StoreGate toolkit [6]
is used to retrieve transient data objects such as track lists
(accessed on an event basis) and the DetectorStore client
service provides access to the transient detector store from
which we retrieve the Silicon modules objects.
In the execute stage, a list of modules is retrieved from the
transient detector store in the first event only. The alignable
geometry is selected at this stage. At each event, a track
list is retrieved from the data objects transient store, after
its creation by algorithms ran upstream. A loop over tracks
is then performed to analyze the information from the hits,

compute the residuals derivatives and fill the alignment ob-
jects. The alignment matrix and vector are filled at the end
of the track processing if no primary vertex fit is performed
or at the end of the event processing if the vertexing option
is chosen. During the whole processing, hit and alignment
index $%!�& maps are built to store the hit occupancy and the
alignment matrix indices for all the selected modules.
In the finalize stage, the alignment system (matrix,vector)
can be either solved directly or stored in binary format for
further solving. In case of solving, the output alignment
constants can be stored either in simple ASCII format or in
the Conditions Database. For the storage in the Database,
the constants are packed in the format of a single object per
module, an ����������'�����(�)*��'��+$�,�����# , comprising a transla-
tion and a rotation. When requested, the combination of
the information from survey can be done prior to the solv-
ing/storing.
Figure 1 summarizes the alignment processing flow.
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Figure 1: Alignment processing flow. For the sake of clar-
ity, several helper classes and methods involved in the hard
processing are not represented here.

Solving

Performing an internal alignment implies that the system
has no absolute (spatial) reference which therefore leads to
inherent degeneracies. As an example, the alignment pro-
cedure is not sensitive to a global translation of the whole
tracker. Degeneracies can be removed totally or partially
by some special features of the system (e.g: a rotation of
the tracker about any transverse axis is not a degeneracy
because the magnetic field imposes a direction) or by ap-
plying constraints (e.g: primary vertex fit constraint). The
existence of degeneracies results in the alignment matrix



being singular. Instead of a direct inversion, it is there-
fore more appropriate to proceed to a diagonalization and
an eigenmode analysis to remove the singularities (eigen
vectors with zero or tiny eigen values) at this stage before
completing the solving.
The alignment matrix is diagonalized using the �����*�����
routine & $���(	� which returns a set of eigen values and vec-
tors. Up to a certain number of degrees of freedom (lower
than 10000 typically), the system is still solvable with a
single CPU. Above this threshold, the solving requires par-
allel computing to allocate the huge alignment matrix and
diagonalize it2.

TESTS ON SIMULATION

Test sample

To perform first validations of the alignment code, a
10000 multimuon events sample was used with the follow-
ing requirements: an average multiplicity of 10 tracks per
event, a flat distribution for the transverse momentum in
the range [2,20] GeV/c, a flat pseudo-rapidity ( 
 ) distribu-
tion in the range [0,1] and primary vertex parameters such
as ( ������ = 0, ����� � �

) mm, ( ����� = 6, ��� � �
) cm. The

tracks produced by this sample cover most of the positive
z half of the barrel region, firing 1030 PIX+SCT modules,
which corresponds to 6180 degrees of freedom. The pri-
mary vertex was displaced in � to allow a full coverage of
the set of modules selected in the active 
 region.

Results with nominal geometry

Figure 2 shows the results for the distribution of the six
alignment parameters. The distributions are all centered at
zero and the widths of the PIX/SCT modules distributions
are 22/23, 97/111, 128/144 6 � for the �� , �� , �	 translations
and 1.3/1.4, 1.7/1.7, 0.3/0.3 � 7 , for the corresponding ro-
tations, respectively.

From the precision achieved along the most sensitive di-
rection ( �� ), we infer that with a sample of O(

� T�� ) tracks,
we can meet the target requirements for physics. Another
important feature is that the rotations stay under control
(these degrees of freedom are usually hard to handle). We
also observe that the coupling between modules does not
introduce any serious bias in the distributions. This is due
in big part to the primary vertex fit which corrects for the
biases as shown in figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the pull distribution of the parameters from
which we check that the error calculation is consistent.

First tests with misalignments

To simulate misalignments, the hits are moved around
before the track pattern recognition is applied.
Two types of misalignments are simulated and combined:

2Allocating a big memory space is not the only problem. Above a
critical size (15000), the usage of quadruple precision is required to avoid
a complete loss of precision due to rounding errors.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the six alignment parameters ob-
tained for the nominal geometry. The solid and hatched his-
tograms represents the distributions for the SCT and Pixel
modules, respectively.
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Figure 3: Distributions of the three translations. The contri-
butions from SCT and Pixel modules are merged. The solid
and hatched histograms represents the distributions for the
with and without primary vertex fit cases, respectively.

random local misalignments and global layer to layer mis-
alignments. For this study, we combine two sets:
� Set P1: Only Pixel modules are misaligned. We apply

random misalignments of RMS equal to 30 6 � in the
local �� and �� directions and 20 6 � in the �	 direction.
On top of this we apply a collective misalignments
for each layer, with an RMS of 20 6 � in the three
directions.

� Set S1: Only SCT modules are misaligned. we apply
random misalignments of RMS equal to 100 6 � in the
local �� and �� directions and 500 6 � in the �	 direction

The combination of both sets is called S1P1.
The distributions of the difference (applied - obtained)

translations for the sets P1 and S1P1, after a first iteration,
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Figure 4: Distribution of the pulls of the alignment param-
eters obtained for the nominal geometry. The contributions
from SCT and Pixel modules are merged.

are shown in figures 5 and 6, respectively.
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Figure 5: Distribution of the (applied - obtained) transla-
tion parameters for misalignment set P1. The solid and
hatched histograms represents the distributions for the SCT
and Pixel modules, respectively.

For P1, the distributions are broadened in comparison
with the nominal case but are still centered and reasonably
constrained: we expect that more statistics and a couple of
iterations will improve the resolution. For S1P1, the distri-
butions for the Pixel modules follow the same pattern while
the spread for SCT modules is bigger as one would expect
since the applied misalignments are much bigger for the
SCT modules3. Here again, more statistics and further iter-
ations are foreseen to provide more precision.

3The asymmetric tails that we observe are not only explained from the
non-linear regime in which we are but it happens that the entries in the
tails are also the ones with the biggest errors so that the pull distribution
remains symetric.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the (applied - obtained) transla-
tion parameters for misalignment set S1P1. The solid and
hatched histograms represents the distributions for the SCT
and Pixel modules, respectively.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

A software for the alignment of the ATLAS Silicon
Tracker, based on a global �H� fit, has been implemented.
The first tests have shown that this method can cope with
a large number of degrees of freedom in principle, provid-
ing a sensible output. For the control of the singularities,
the importance of the primary vertex fit has been demon-
strated. However, more development and tests are foreseen
to include additional constraints such as the survey mea-
surements or the use of dimuon resonances. Extensive val-
idation tests and development are planned with high statis-
tics, recently simulated samples, and misaligned layouts.
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